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Hi Natsue,
I am contacting you to find out what changes are being proposed at Hillsides. I saw the notice post ed on the property. The
new building while nice is way way larger than I (and most neighbors) could have ever anticipated and I am concerned
about any new buildings being placed on the property especially on the Church Street side of the property. I also want to
ensure that there are no plans for additional perimeter lighting. Apparently unbeknownst to neighbors on Church Street
and Ave. 64, Hillsides had to pay the City money to fund new lighting on Church Street at the time of the last construction
project. Now Church Street looks like a landing strip and it's taking an extremely long time for me and my neighbors
impacted by the lighting pollution to get that issue resolved with the City.
Please let me know what the current plans are so that I can submit any additional comments.
Thank you,
Lorig Mushegain
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Natsue,
Thank you for the prompt response and information! I understand that their project is completed and this is a
review of their Master Plan. I've got a few concerns to raise, however, related to the school's continued use of
Church Street for the loading and unloading of tractor trailers, primarily when receiving food deliveries. Those
activities are required to happen on their property, and the trucks continue to damage an already compromised
Church Street. Last, during the construction activities for the new facilities currently in operation, I was told
that the portion of Church Street between the school's driveway and Avenue 64 would be rebuilt, and nothing
ever became of that.
I'll try to join the Planning Commission meeting next week, and would appreciate any information you might
have in regards to the two concerns raised above.
Thank you,
Sam Morrissey
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